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2. CASE IDENTIFICATION

Case Number: F 015-325-18/ M 033-316-18  
Related Case Number: M 042-316-18  
CHP Log: GG1007  
Napa County Sheriff Department Case: 18-001065  
Napa County Sheriff Department Log: E1803148  
Date of Incident: March 09, 2018  
CHP Evidence Number: E20180025-325
3. VICTIM AND SUSPECT IDENTIFICATION:

Victim 1: Deputy Lombardi
Napa County Sheriff Department
1535 Airport Boulevard
Napa, CA 94558
(707) 253-4440

Victim 2: Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba (Deceased)
DOB: [Redacted]/1985
CADL: [Redacted]

Victim 3: Jennifer Leslie Golick (Deceased)
DOB: [Redacted]/1976
CADL: [Redacted]

Victim 4: Christine Marie Loeber (Deceased)
DOB: [Redacted]/1969
CADL: [Redacted]

Suspect 1: Albert Cheung Wong (Deceased)
DOB: [Redacted]/1981
CADL: [Redacted]
CII: [Redacted]
SSN: [Redacted]
4. **CHARGES**

   **187(a) PC - Murder**

   - The unlawful killing of Human Being, or a fetus, with malice aforethought

   **664/187 PC – Attempted Murder**

   - Every person who attempts to commit any crime, but fails, or is prevented or intercepted in its perpetration, shall be punished where no provision is made by law for the punishment of those attempts:

   - Murder is the unlawful killing of a human being, or a fetus, with malice aforethought.

   **236 PC - False Imprisonment**

   - False imprisonment is the unlawful violation of the personal liberty of another
5. **SUMMARY**

The following summary is based on the totality of information received at the time of the authoring of this report. This summary is based on information passed through allied law enforcement agency reports, CHP and allied agency dispatch detail logs, physical evidence, as well as witness and victim statements.

On March 9, 2018, at approximately 1018 hours, suspect, Albert Wong, arrived in a rental vehicle and parked along the northwest side of Madison Hall. Wong was equipped with a .308 assault rifle and a 12 gauge double barrel shotgun, extra magazines, and ammunition. Wong was wearing eye protection and ear protection as he walked to the second floor and into the Group Room where a meeting/going away party was being held.

At approximately 1021 hours, Napa County Sheriff’s Department (NCSD) Deputies, working the Town of Yountville, California, were dispatched to a report of an “Active Shooter” in progress at the Pathway Home at the Veterans Home of California, located at 100 California Drive in Yountville, California, at Madison Hall Section G. The first reporting party (Later identified as ) advised there was an “Active Shooter”, the “shooter” was 36-year-old Albert Wong, and he had a semi-automatic firearm with “lots of ammo,” she did not know if anyone had been shot, and suspect Albert Wong, had released several hostages.

NCSD Deputy Steve Lombardi (call sign 9-Edward-32) responded to the “Active Shooter” call and arrived as primary on scene at approximately 1025 hours. Deputy Lombardi heard updates on the radio to include the shooter was equipped with an assault rifle, lots of ammo, was prior military, and was a former client of the Pathway Home. Deputy Lombardi responded by himself to Madison Hall, Section G. Deputy Lombardi was hailed by a released witness, on the northwest corner of Madison Hall. advised Deputy Lombardi Wong was located on the second floor in a Group Room, and she had not heard any shots fired yet. used her security access card and opened the first floor main entrance door, on the west side of Madison Hall. followed Deputy Lombardi up to the bottom of the stairwell leading to the second floor, directing Deputy Lombardi toward Wong’s last known location.
Prior to identifying Wong’s location, Deputy Lombardi worked his way to the second floor of Madison Hall, and began to safely clear room to room and check unsecured areas of the second floor. Deputy Lombardi cleared a small room adjacent to the room labeled “Group Room”. Deputy Lombardi pushed open a closed metal door to the Group Room. Deputy Lombardi located Wong with a rifle through the partially opened door. Deputy Lombardi retreated to a position of cover. Deputy Lombardi stated within seconds he heard the sound of Wong charging his rifle, making it ready to fire. Almost immediately he stated he heard a loud scream coming from within the Group Room from what he perceived to be a female.

Deputy Lombardi feared for the lives of the women being held hostage and his own life. He began firing, through the door to the Group Room, toward Wong’s last known location in response to the sound of a rifle racking followed by a woman’s scream. Gunfire began coming toward Deputy Lombardi from inside the Group Room. Deputy Lombardi exchanged gunfire with Wong while simultaneously retreating to a position of cover. Deputy Lombardi held his position of cover until responding Law Enforcement personnel arrived. NCSD Sergeant Thompson, Deputies Branco and Fisher, and Napa Police Department Officers Toscani, Keown, Helfrich and Thompson arrived on the second floor and relieved Deputy Lombardi.

It was unknown by Deputy Lombardi or responding Law Enforcement personnel if there were signs of life inside and the situation transitioned into a hostage/barricaded suspect protocol. Law Enforcement personnel from the region responded to the incident and command posts were established. Law Enforcement personnel exhausted all means of tactical considerations and several allied agency SWAT teams controlled the scene.

At approximately 1830 hours, the Federal Bureau of Investigations SWAT team made entry into the building/room where Wong had previously barricaded himself and the three women. Upon entry into the Group Room they discovered four deceased bodies and secured the crime scene for further investigation. California Highway Patrol Special Investigations Unit, CHP Investigator Markwell (ID 20660) assumed lead on the investigation.
6. **AGENCIES INVOLVED**

California Highway Patrol
Investigative Services Unit – Special Investigations Unit
1515 Clay Street, Suite 1602
Oakland, CA 94612
(510) 622-4609

California Highway Patrol – Napa Area
975 Golden Gate Drive
Napa, CA 94558
(707) 253-4906

California Highway Patrol – Marin Area
53 San Clemente Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925
(415) 924-1000

California Highway Patrol – Ukiah Area
540 S Orchard Avenue
Ukiah, CA 95482
(707) 467-4420

California Highway Patrol – Air Operations
3500 Airport Road
Napa, CA 94558
(707) 257-0696

California Highway Patrol – Golden Gate Division
1551 Benicia Road
Vallejo, CA 94591
(707) 917-4300

California Highway Patrol – Academy Weapons Training Unit
3500 Reed Avenue
West Sacramento, CA 95605
(916) 376-3200
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---

California Highway Patrol – Computer Crimes Investigation Unit (CCIU)
4949 Broadway, Suite F104
Sacramento, CA 95820
(916) 450-2200

---

California Highway Patrol – Case Support Unit (CSU)
601 North 7th Street
Sacramento, CA 95831
(916) 843-4199

---

California Highway Patrol – Capitol Protection Section (SWAT)
1801 9th Street
Sacramento, CA 95811
(916) 322-3337

---

Napa County Sheriff Department
1535 Airport Boulevard
Napa, CA 94558
(707) 253-4440

---

Napa Police Department
1539 1st Street
Napa, CA 94569
(707) 257-9223

---

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT)
450 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 553-7400

---

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Santa Rosa
3725 Westwind Boulevard #202
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
(707) 566-6140
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Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) San Francisco
450 Golden Gate Avenue, 15th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
(925) 364-8550

Napa County District Attorney’s Office - Victims Services
1127 First Street Suite C
Napa, CA 94559
(707) 299-1414
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8. INVESTIGATORS

CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL - SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS UNIT

Lead Investigator J. Markwell I.D. 20660
Investigation Supervisor M. Rossetti I.D. 17216
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9. DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION

On March 9, 2018 at approximately 1110 hours, CHP Investigator Markwell was advised to respond to the Veterans Home of California located in Yountville, California, for an Active Shooter Investigation. A short time after arriving at the command post, Sergeant Rossetti assigned Investigator Markwell as the Lead Investigator of this incident. The following is based upon Investigator Markwell’s investigative steps, those of fellow investigators, witness and victim statements, dispatch incident logs relating to this incident, and physical evidence. All times in this investigation are approximate based upon different time sources and different time stamps which were all utilized to document this section of the report.

On March 9, 2018 at approximately 1300 hours Investigator Markwell arrived at the joint Command Post and began obtaining information surrounding the incident. Investigator Markwell learned the suspect’s name was Albert Cheung Wong with a date of birth of 1981. Investigator Markwell and Investigator Coker met with Napa County Sheriff’s Department (NCSD) Detective Don Maiden, who was also assigned to the investigation by his department. Detective Maiden relayed there had been an officer involved shooting (OIS), and the involved officer was NCSD Deputy Steve Lombardi. The OIS occurred at approximately 1032 hours, and Wong was suspected to be holding three hostages in a Group Room on the second floor of Madison Hall – Section G. The three victims held hostage were suspected to be The Pathway Home staff: Christine Loeber (Executive Director), Jennifer Gonzales (Psychologist for Veteran Affairs), and Jennifer Golick (Clinical Director).

Detective Maiden related there was a rental vehicle parked on the west side of Madison Hall near the loading dock believed to be rented by Albert Wong. The vehicle was described as a Gray 2018 Toyota Avalon bearing license plate [redacted]. The vehicle came back registered to [redacted] rental car company. NCSD Detective Hernandez responded to the Napa [redacted] Car location and learned Wong rented the vehicle on 02/27/2018 at 1242 hours. The vehicle was rented from the Sacramento Airport rental location and was scheduled to be returned on 03/13/2018 by 1300 hours. Detective Hernandez provided a copy of Wong’s rental agreement to Investigator Markwell.

On March 9, 2018, Detective Maiden received information about [redacted].

[Signature]
Detective Maiden related search warrants for the search of the “Group Room” and Wong’s rental car were being authored by Napa Police Department (NPD) Detective Garrett Wade. The search warrants were later reviewed by the Honorable Judge Rodney Stone, and approved via phone at approximately 1940 hours, with night service authorized. See attached warrant located in Appendix of Exhibits Item 101.

At approximately 1400 hours, Investigators Hughes and Rose responded to the offices of the NCSD Investigation Unit, where Deputy Lombardi was located. They arrived at approximately 1455 hours to assist with the officer involved shooting evidence collection. They secured Deputy Lombardi’s firearms. The following duty weapons and ammunition were collected and booked at the CHP Napa Office (E2018-0023). Please see attached supplemental located in Appendix of Exhibits Item 33.
Investigator Markwell provided his contact information to [redacted] and requested he contact him if he thought of anything else that might assist. Investigator Markwell contacted CHP Sergeant Bradshaw and advised him of the location of the suspect’s uncle’s house in [redacted]. Sergeant Bradshaw contacted the Ukiah CHP office and requested a welfare check be conducted at the location. Sergeant Bradshaw was contacted by Ukiah CHP Sergeant Paarsch who advised he had made contact with [redacted] at [redacted] residence and he was very cooperative. Investigator Markwell contacted Sergeant Paarsch via phone and requested [redacted] residence be secured and manned by CHP personnel while a search warrant could be authored. Ukiah CHP Sergeant Powers contacted Investigator Markwell via phone and advised he and CHP Officers Rowan and Ayala were responding to the residence to secure it. Investigator Markwell requested Investigators Kirby and Randall respond to the residence to conduct the execution of the search once the search warrant was authorized. Investigators Randall and Kirby responded to the residence and arrived at approximately 2050 hours.

At approximately 1530 hours, Investigator Markwell contacted CHP Golden Gate Division Commercial Officer Granato, and Officer Simonini. Officers Granato and Simonini related in essence the following:
Shortly after the scene was secure, led CHP Investigative Personnel (Lieutenant Tabarsi, Sergeants Rossetti and Clarke and Investigators Markwell and Rose) and NCSD Personnel (Acting Coroner Sergeant Mark Foster, Acting Coroner Steven Paris and Detective Don Maiden) through the crime scene on the second floor.
At approximately 1900 hours, an investigative briefing was conducted with all personnel in order to determine the parameters in which the investigation would move forward. Based on this briefing an outer perimeter was established around Madison Hall, which included the parking lot of Madison Hall. The area was taped off using yellow crime scene tape and uniformed CHP Officers in marked CHP vehicles were posted at all entrances. A crime scene log was established for the outside perimeter located at the northwest parking lot entrance. A second crime scene log was established for the entrance into Madison Hall, located at the first floor north entrance. Uniformed CHP Officers were assigned the task of manning these points of entry and maintaining the crime scene logs. Additional exterior lighting was brought into the outer perimeter to illuminate the exterior of the building including the parking lot. Personnel canvassed the exterior of the building within the outer perimeter to determine if any evidence could be located.

In addition to establishing the search locations of Madison Hall, the large parking lot to the north of the building was included based on the possibility of locating additional suspect or victim vehicles. __________________________ conducted Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) registration inquiries on all vehicles located within the Madison Hall parking lot. They were able to determine three vehicles located within the outer perimeter belonged to the three victims located inside.
1) Vehicle registered to Christine Loeber. Located just west of Madison Hall, facing in a westerly direction.

2) Vehicle registered to Jennifer Gonzales. Located just northwest of Madison Hall, facing in a southerly direction.

3) Vehicle registered to Jennifer Golick. Located just northwest of Madison Hall, facing in a westerly direction.

The three vehicles were secured and marked as evidence. Investigator Coker completed a CHP 180, Vehicle Report, to impound the vehicles as evidence, per California Vehicle Code (CVC) 22655.5. Pope Valley Tow was later called to transport the vehicles from their location to the Napa Area CHP office. Investigator Phillips followed each vehicle to the Napa Area CHP office to maintain the chain of custody. The vehicles were stored behind a locked gate on CHP property until processed and released.

Based on the 1900 hours briefing, it was determined Investigator Hampton and Hughes would respond to the address in Sacramento, determined to be Wong’s residence. It was also determined Investigators Kirby and Randall would respond to the address in [redacted], determined to be the residence of Wong’s uncle.

At approximately 1920 hours, Sergeant Rossetti requested Investigators Hampton and Hughes respond to Wong’s address in Sacramento to relieve the ATF agents and take over scene management. He also related CHP SWAT had been requested to make entry into the residence and secure the scene so Investigators Hampton and Hughes could conduct a search. He also requested Investigators Kirby and Randall respond to Wong’s uncle’s house in [redacted]. Sergeant Rossetti requested Investigator Barrientos author a search warrant for Wong’s residence in Sacramento and [redacted].

At approximately 1950 hours, MAIT Investigators entered the crime scene to document and mark items of evidentiary value.

At 2130 hours, after initial documentation, the investigation team, (CHP Sergeant Rossetti, Investigators Markwell, Coker, Phillips and Harm, and NCSD Detective
Hernandez) entered the crime scene to assess any necessary additional items to be documented and collected. The investigation team requested electronic media devices located in TPH offices also be documented and collected.

At approximately 2355 hours, Pope Valley Tow arrived at Madison Hall parking lot to transport Wong’s vehicle to a secure facility at the NCSD. Investigator Phillips followed the tow driver back to NCSD to maintain the chain of custody. The vehicle remained in the secure facility until processed by CHP MAIT.

On March 10, 2018, at approximately 0245 hours NCSD Coroners, (Mark Foster, Steven Paris, John Dunnagan) and Coroner Transporters, (Tom Smith, Aaron Espinoza and Kenneth Frasier) began to process the bodies of the victims and suspect. Investigator Markwell and MAIT Investigators were present to witness and document any further evidence found after the removal of the bodies. Suspect Wong was removed from the crime scene at 0300 hours. Victim Loeber was removed from the crime scene at 0306 hours. Victim Gonzales was removed from the crime scene at 0311 hours. Victim Golick was removed from the crime scene at 0314 hours.
M.A.I.T Investigators processed the crime scene and recovered two weapons on and around Wong. On the second floor inside the Group Room they also documented and collected 31 expended .308 caliber shell casings and one expended shotgun shell. The weapons discovered were:

1. Stoeger double barrel shotgun, Serial number [redacted]
2. JP Enterprises Ultralite .308 caliber rifle, Serial number [redacted]

Both weapons were processed and booked into evidence at the Napa CHP Office. Inside the hallway leading from the stairwell to the Group Room they documented and collected 13 expended .223 caliber casings. [redacted] they collected one rifle bag with containers for ear and eye protection. They also documented several shoe prints around the rifle bag and one on a set of double doors.
At approximately 0510 hours, Sergeants Rossetti and Clarke and Investigators Markwell and Coker conducted a final walk through of the crime scene. Shortly after, they closed and locked the facility. MAIT took all evidence to the Napa Area CHP office and placed it into locked evidence lockers for processing.

At approximately 0530 hours, CHP personnel returned control of the building to the Veteran Affairs Public Safety Officers. CHP Investigators advised the crime scene had been processed and the building should remain locked with access limited to only those absolutely needing to enter until necessary cleanup and repairs could be completed.

On March 9, 2018, during the search of the crime scene in Yountville, Investigators Hampton and Hughes conducted a search at Wong’s residence in Sacramento. At approximately 2130 hours, Investigators Hampton and Hughes arrived on scene in Sacramento. Investigator Hampton made contact with Investigator Barrientos notified Investigator Hampton, the search warrant had been signed at approximately 2230 hours. CHP SWAT arrived on scene to serve the search warrant and secure the scene at approximately 2330 hours. After CHP SWAT secured the residence, Investigators Hampton and Hughes began searching the residence at approximately 0200 hours. Investigators Hampton and Hughes located and removed several items of evidentiary value from the Sacramento address. For complete details see attached supplemental report in Appendix of Exhibits Item 36.
On March 9, 2018, during the search of the crime scene in Yountville, Investigators Kirby and Randall conducted a search at Wong’s uncle’s residence in [redacted]. Investigators Kirby and Randall arrived on scene in [redacted] at approximately 2000 hours. They made contact with Sergeant Powers who related he had collected all the firearms on the premises with the consent of the homeowner, [redacted]. Investigator Randall advised [redacted] a search warrant had been authorized to search the premises and collect items of evidentiary value related to the shooting in Yountville. They began searching the residence at that time and removed several firearm related items of evidentiary value from the residence. [redacted]
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On March 11, 2018, Investigator Markwell printed and reviewed the Golden Gate Communications Center (GGCC) log for the incident. Upon reviewing the log, Investigator Markwell identified three potential witnesses to the incident. Investigator Markwell attempted to make contact with the three witnesses via phone. Investigator Markwell was unable to establish contact with any of the witnesses, and left voicemail messages requesting they call back at their earliest convenience.

Investigator Markwell contacted GGCC and requested a California DMV and Criminal History Check (CII) related to the suspect Albert Wong. Both were provided to Investigator Markwell. Investigator Markwell utilized the Department of Justice Cal-Photo system to acquire a photo of Wong.

On March 12, 2018, at approximately 0800 hours, Investigator Rose began processing evidentiary items removed from the three crime scene locations: Madison Hall, [redacted], and Wong’s residence in Sacramento. MAIT Investigators packaged, numbered, and barcoded each item as Investigator Rose entered them into the Napa Area CHP evidence room.

On March 12, 2018, approximately 0930 hours, Investigator Markwell was advised Sergeant Rossetti had made arrangements to have the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco Firearms and Explosives (ATF) complete a forensic examination of the three firearms
used in the shooting. The following firearms were removed from evidence and
transferred to ATF:

1) Suspect weapon #1- Stoeger shotgun with one (1) live shell and one (1) expended
   shell. Serial #

2) Suspect weapon #2- JP Enterprises Ultralite .308 caliber rifle with twenty (20)
   round magazine containing six (6) .308 rounds and one (1) .308 round from
   chamber. Serial #

3) Deputy Lombardi #1- Rock River Arms .223 caliber rifle. Serial

On March 12, 2018, at approximately 1255 hours, Investigator Markwell received an
email from Becky Abrahams NCSD Dispatch Center with the NCSD Event Chronology
attached.

On March 12, 2018, at approximately 1310 hours, Investigator Markwell called the first
witness.
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Investigator Markwell attempted to reach [redacted] and left a voicemail message requesting [redacted] to call him back.

On March 12, 2018, at approximately 1400 hours, Sergeant Rossetti and Investigator Markwell decided it was not necessary to keep the weapons retrieved from Deputy Lombardi that were not used in the OIS. Sergeant Rossetti removed the items from evidence and prepared them for transport to NCSD to be turned over to their custody. Sergeants Rossetti and Clarke and Investigators Markwell and Hampton responded to NCSD to discuss the location of the OIS interview with Deputy Lombardi and the location of the autopsies to take place the following day.

On March 12, 2018, at approximately 1445 hours, Sergeant Rossetti transferred Deputy Lombardi’s secondary firearms, magazines and ammunition that were not utilized during the OIS to NCSD Detective Hernandez. The following items were transferred into the custody of NCSD:
NCSD Lieutenant Carlisle briefed Investigator Markwell about the usual protocol of autopsies and showed him the location of the Coroner’s Office. NCSD Detective Hernandez provided the NCSD CAD log (E180303148) to Investigator Markwell. Sergeant Clarke provided the two body worn cameras (BWC) that were recovered at the scene, to have NCSD download the footage for booking into evidence. NCSD provided the footage from the BWCs to Sergeant Clarke. Sergeant Clarke booked the footage into evidence at the Napa Area CHP office. During this meeting it was determined the interview with Deputy Lombardi regarding the OIS would take place on March 15, 2018 at the NCSD Investigative Unit.
On March 13, 2018, Investigator Coker authored a search warrant for every electronic storage device obtained through the course of the investigation, which included electronic storage devices seized at [redacted], Wong’s residence in Sacramento, Wong’s vehicle and TPH. Included in this search warrant was the request for Wong’s Call Detail Records from AT&T relating to his cellular telephone account. The search warrant was authorized and signed by the Honorable Judge Diane Price of the Napa County Superior Court on March 14, 2018.

On March 13, 2018, Investigators Markwell, Randall, Rose and Todd, and Napa District Attorney Allison Haley, met at NCSD Coroner’s Office at approximately 0800 hours.
On March 14, 2018, at approximately 0800 hours, Investigator Markwell reviewed NCSD Dispatch audio from the date of the shooting, March 9, 2018. The audio started at approximately 1021 hours. NCSD Deputies, working the City of Yountville, California, were dispatched to a report of an “Active shooter” in progress at the Pathway Home at the Veterans Home of California located at 100 California Drive in Yountville, California at Madison Hall Section G. The following is derived from NCSD dispatch audio recordings and detail logs. NCSD detail logs are included with this report see Appendix of Exhibits Item 3.
On March 14, 2018, at approximately 1110 hours, Investigator Markwell watched the security footage from the Pathway Home’s security cameras throughout Madison Hall. This footage was obtained by Investigator Barrientos on March 13, 2018. Investigator Barrientos explained to Investigator Markwell, the cameras are motion activated and the view will appear a hazed gray until the camera captures motion. The video footage provided was from March 8, 2018, starting at approximately 0001 hours to approximately 1250 hours and March 9, 2018, at approximately 1000 hours to approximately 1140 hours. Investigator Markwell observed the following:

- At approximately 10:01 hours, on camera “Second Main South”, [Redacted] stood around the nurse’s station.

- At approximately 10:02.26 hours, on camera “Second Main South”, female adults later identified as Christine Loeber (wearing a white sweater, colored scarf, and tan pants), Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba (wearing a green sweater, light colored stripe shirt, blue jeans, and gray colored shoes), Jennifer Golick (wearing a long sleeve light colored shirt, green vest, blue jeans and black shoes), [Redacted] all gathered in and around the nurse’s station. Clothing descriptions are described later as the video unfolds. At approximately 10:02.33 hours, Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba entered the Group Room door, followed by Christine Loeber, then Jennifer Golick. The Group Room door closed behind. [Redacted] remained standing behind the nurse’s station engaged in conversation.

- At approximately 10:02.47 hours, on camera “Second Main South”, Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba exited the Group Room door and walked over to the nurse’s station. She engaged in conversation with [Redacted]
At approximately 10:03.14 hours, on camera “Second Main South”, Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba entered the Group Room door and exited once more at approximately 10:03.28 hours. She entered her office at approximately 10:03.18 hours and walked into the open room next to the Group Room. She walked out, placed a piece of paper on the nurse’s station counter and entered the closed Group Room door at approximately 10:03.37 hours.

At approximately 10:03.19 hours, on camera “Second Floor Ent”, Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba walked down the hallway, to the north, and made a left turn out of the camera view.

At approximately 10:05.18 hours, on camera “Second Main South”, [Redacted] propped the group room door open with a door stop. She then wrote on a little erasable white board on the door and walked to the nurse’s station. On camera, “Second Floor Ent”, Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba walked south, down the hallway towards the group room. She walked to the nurses station and then started to walk back towards the hallway to the north. [Redacted] walked behind her from down the hallway.

[Redacted] walked out of the Group Room and grabbed the paper work she had put down on the nurse’s counter, walked back to her office.

At approximately 10:05.47 hours, [Redacted] and Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba had a quick conversation in the hallway as [Redacted] walked to the Group Room.

At approximately 10:06.02 hours, [Redacted] is greeted at the doorway to the Group Room by Christine Loeber when he entered the group room. [Redacted] entered the group room right after [Redacted] entered the Group Room at approximately 10:06.18 hours. [Redacted] entered after [Redacted] after a short hug.

At approximately 10:06.49 hours, [Redacted] exited the Group Room, grabbed a water bottle, and walked north down the hallway.
- At approximately 10:07.03 hours, on camera “First Floor Ent”, walked up the second floor stairwell. On camera “Second Floor Ent”, Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba walked back towards the Group Room.

- At approximately 10:07.28 hours, on camera “Second Floor Ent”, waved to his right, made a left turn and walked down the hallway to the north.

- At approximately 10:07.38 hours, on camera “Second Main South”, Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba and entered the Group Room through the propped open door. exited the room, quickly retrieved a chair from the hallway, and re-entered the Group Room.

- At approximately 10:09.08 hours, on camera “Second Main South”, Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba wrote on the little erasable white board, located on the Group Room door, and walked back into the room out of the cameras view.

- At approximately 10:13.07-10:13.21 hours, on cameras “Second Floor Ent” and “Second Main South”, entered the Group Room and took a seat on a foldable chair within the view of the camera.

- At approximately 10:19.06 hours, on camera “First Floor Ent”, Albert Wong came from the hallway that leads from the basement floor. Wong was wearing a blue shirt, black tactical style pants, black shoes, and a black hat with red lettering. Wong was also wearing black ear muffs over his hat and safety style clear glasses with black frames. Wong was holding a black large tactical style rifle with his left hand attached to a black sling going from the top of his right shoulder across his body towards his left torso. The tactical style rifle is pointed in a “low ready” style position. Wong has a second firearm which appears to be a shotgun slung over his left shoulder and across his torso and hanging behind Wong’s back. Wong was holding the barrel of the shotgun and the barrel is pointed down. Wong walked to his right and immediately made a right turn to the stairwell labeled “TO SECOND FLOOR”.

- At approximately 10:19.11 hours, Wong walked up the stairway to the second floor.
- At approximately 10:19.24 hours, on camera “Second Floor Ent”, Wong opened a door and walked from the stairwell onto the second floor. Wong exited the camera’s view at approximately 10:19.29 hours.

- At approximately 10:19.27 hours, on camera “Second Main North”, Wong walked in a northerly direction directly toward the Group Room while holding onto both of his weapons. Wong entered the Group Room at approximately 10:19.39 hours.

- At approximately 10:19.36 hours, on camera “Second Main East”, Wong made a right turn towards the room labeled “Group Room.” Wong had both of his hands on the tactical rifle. His right hand grasped onto a pistol grip and his index finger along the lower frame of the tactical rifle. His left hand was secured onto the upper barrel positioning the tactical rifle in a “low ready” position. Wong quickly disappeared out of the “Second Main East” camera’s angle as he walked towards the Group Room.

- At approximately 10:19.37 hours, on camera “Second Main South”, Wong is visible as he stands in the Group Room through the propped open door. was sitting on a folding chair facing a westerly direction.

- At approximately 10:19.39 hours, Wong entered the Group Room. At approximately 10:20.01 hours, was no longer sitting down and had moved out of the camera’s view. Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba stood behind the empty chair had been sitting on as she held her stomach.

- At approximately 10:20.05 hours, entered the hallway from a door just south of the nurse’s station. He walked down the hallway towards the camera in a northerly direction. Jennifer Golick stood up from a folding chair. She walked over and stood next to Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba on the right and out of the camera view.

- At approximately 10:20.09 hours, walked directly behind , down the hallway in a northerly direction. walked inside the Group Room towards the bathroom door.

- At approximately 10:20.11 hours, on camera “Second Main East”, and looked towards the open Group Room door as they walked down the
hallway in a northerly direction. At approximately 10:20.21 hours they appeared in the “Second Floor Ent.” camera view angle and walked down the hallway while talking. At approximately 10:20.30 hours, [Name] walked down the hallway and turned right. On camera “Second Main South”, [Name] entered the hallway from the door just south of the nurse’s station. [Name] made a left and walked down the hallway in a northerly direction. At approximately 10:20.35 hours, on “Second Main East”, [Name] glanced towards the open Group Room door as he walked down the hallway in a northerly direction.

- At approximately 10:20.11 hours, on camera “Second Main North”, [Name] and [Name] walked north down the hallway. [Name] made a right and continued walking, eventually making a left down the hallway. At approximately 10:20.37 hours, [Name] walked down the hallway in a northerly direction. At approximately 10:20.43 hours, [Name] walked out of the hallway making a left further down the hallway.

- At approximately 10:20.40 hours, on camera “Second Main South”, Wong stood in the Group Room in front of the doorway. He is pointing for someone to leave through the bathroom door. Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba can still be seen as she stood within view of the camera holding onto her stomach with both hands.

- At approximately 10:20.43 hours, on camera “Second Floor Ent”, [Name] walked down the hallway and then started to run. [Name] made a right turn out of the camera’s view. Prior to running, [Name] can be seen walking out from the same hallway. He made a right to walk further down the hallway and then made a left out of the camera’s view. On camera “Second Main South”, [Name] walked towards the bathroom door located in the Group Room.

- At approximately 10:20.55 hours, Wong kicked the door stop with his foot closing the door to the Group Room. The Group Room door closes at 10:21.00 hours. [Name] and [Name] walked into the hallway just to the south of the nurse’s station, and appeared to be talking. [Name] walked to her office located on the southeast corner, and [Name] walked down the hallway in a northerly direction. At approximately 10:21.07 hours, [Name] walked over to the nurse’s station desk and grabbed an item. She ran towards [Name] office and then changed direction and continued down the hallway to the north.
At approximately 10:21.10 hours, on camera “Second Main North”, [REDACTED] made a right into her office while [REDACTED] walked north down the hallway. At approximately 10:21.14 hours, [REDACTED] walked south down the hallway wearing what appeared to be a backpack.

At approximately 10:21.16 hours, [REDACTED] entered her office. [REDACTED] headed towards a closed stairwell door that leads to the first floor. A short time after, [REDACTED] walked down the hallway to the south, carrying a backpack. [REDACTED] followed behind [REDACTED] to the first floor stairwell.

At approximately 10:21.25 hours, [REDACTED] made a right to the first floor stairwell followed by [REDACTED], who made a left towards the first floor stairwell.

At approximately 10:21.26 hours, on camera “Second Floor Ent”, [REDACTED] entered her office. [REDACTED] used a cell phone and walked through an open stairwell door to the first floor.

At approximately 10:21.32 hours, on camera “Second Main South”, [REDACTED] ran in the hallway from the Group Room toward the south exit.

At approximately 10:23.20 hours, on camera “Second Main East” [REDACTED] left her office as she talked on a cell phone. She ran in a northerly direction towards the stairwell door that leads to the first floor. At approximately 10:23.31 hours, on camera “Second Floor Ent”, she entered the stairwell. At approximately 10:23.54 hours, on camera “First Floor Ent”, she proceeded towards the hallway that leads to the main entrance while still on her cell phone.

At approximately 10:23.22 hours, on camera “Second Main North”, [REDACTED] left her office and walked towards the first floor stairwell while she talked on a cell phone.
- At approximately 10:26.58 hours, on camera “First Floor Ent”, NCSD Deputy Lombardi walked out of the hallway from the main entrance. Deputy Lombardi appeared to be in full duty uniform and was equipped with a patrol rifle. DIRECT [REDACTED] directed Deputy Lombardi towards the second floor stairwell. CONVEY [REDACTED] conveyed information to Deputy Lombardi. [REDACTED] took off her shoes and started to use her cellular phone.

- At approximately 10:27.53 hours, on camera “Second Floor Ent”, Deputy Lombardi entered the second floor hallway. His attention remained focused down the hallway to the south. Deputy Lombardi cleared the elevator area and used his radio to update his dispatch with emergency information.

- At approximately 10:29.43 hours, on camera “Second Main North”, Deputy Lombardi turned to the south and walked down the hallway towards the Group Room.

- At approximately 10:29.50 hours, Deputy Lombardi walked down the hallway to the south towards the Group Room.

- At approximately 10:31.24 hours, on camera “Second Main North”, Deputy Lombardi made a right towards the Group Room and moved out of the view of the camera. Deputy Lombardi entered the room just to his right and in front of the Group Room. Deputy Lombardi pushed open the Group Room door and reappeared in the view of the camera at approximately 10:31.37 hours. At approximately 10:31.44 hours, Deputy Lombardi utilized his radio and took cover behind the west wall of the hallway as he exchanged gunfire with Wong. His body worn camera detached from his uniform as he moved to a position of cover. White dust from the drywall started to fill the air in the hallway.

- At approximately 10:31.26 hours, on the camera’s “Second Main East” and “Second Main South.” Deputy Lombardi cleared an open room to his right and in front of the closed Group Room door.

- At approximately 10:31.34 hours, on camera “Second Main South”, Deputy Lombardi pushed the Group Room door open. As the door slightly opened he looked into the Group Room. On camera “Second Main East” he took a position of cover behind the west hallway wall as the door closes.
At approximately 10:31.46 hours, on camera “Second Main East”, Deputy Lombardi drew his rifle up towards the Group Room door and fired his patrol rifle. Small holes appeared on the outside of the door as his rounds go through it.

At approximately 10:31.49 hours, on camera “Second Main South”, large holes appeared on the outside of the door and small pieces of metal and sparks flew outward towards Deputy Lombardi.

At approximately 10:32.09 hours, on camera “Second Floor Ent”, Deputy Lombardi retreated back to the foyer near the elevator. He held his position as he covered down the hallway with his patrol rifle. Deputy Lombardi conducted a search of his rifle while he maintained visual down the hallway.

At approximately 10:36.14 hours, on camera “Second Main East”, Deputy Lombardi pointed his patrol rifle at the Group Room door and took a squatting stance as he looked toward the holes in the Group Room door.

At approximately 10:36.16 hours, on camera “Second Main North”, Deputy Lombardi walked south in the hallway toward the Group Room and peeked around the corner to the Group Room. Deputy Lombardi walked back north as he used his radio. He stopped at the foyer and maintained his position near the elevator.

At approximately 10:36.42 hours, on camera “Second Floor Ent”, Deputy Lombardi held his position covering down the hallway to the south.

At approximately 10:37.50 hours, on camera “First Floor Ent”, three NCSD Deputies and four Napa Police Department Officers arrived from the main entrance and walked to the second floor stairwell. At approximately 10:38.24 hours, Officers arrived onto the second floor with Deputy Lombardi.

At approximately 10:38.33 hours, on camera “Second Main North”, backup officers arrived at Deputy Lombardi’s position.
Investigator Markwell determined Albert Wong bought the two weapons he used during the commission of the murders in February 2018.

1) JP Enterprises Rifle, Model-LRP07, .308 caliber, S/N [redacted].
2) Stoeger Industries double barrel shotgun, Model-Coach Gun, S/N [redacted].
Officer Poore completed an inspection of the JP Enterprises .308 rifle. In summary, the rifle was functional, and the internals and trigger appeared to be unmodified. Officer Poore related the firearm did have a magazine release that was able to be depressed with the use of a finger instead of a “bullet button” style release mechanism. With this type of modification the rifle would be considered an illegal assault weapon as defined in California Penal Code Section 30515. The rifle also had an attached Magpul 20 round polymer magazine which is considered a high capacity magazine per California Penal Code Section 16740.

Upon the inspection of the Stoeger 12 gauge Coach Shotgun, it was fully functional and in working order. It was determined no modifications were made to the weapon, making it compliant with California State Law. Both weapons were returned to Napa CHP Office evidence locker.
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Case #: F 015-325-18/ M-033-316-18
Victim(s): Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba, Jennifer Golick, Christine Loeber, Deputy Lombardi
Suspect(s): Albert Cheung Wong

10. INVESTIGATOR CONCLUSION
On February 14, 2018, Wong purchased a Stoeger Industries double barrel shotgun from Sweeny’s Sports in Napa, California. Wong waited a ten day waiting period and took possession of the shotgun on February 25, 2018.

On February 23, 2018, Wong purchased a JP Enterprise .308 rifle from Coyote Point Armory in Burlingame, California. Wong waited a ten day waiting period and took possession of the rifle on March 5, 2018.

On March 8, 2018, Albert Wong was in Yountville/Napa area based on interviews and call detail records until approximately 2230 hours. Wong returned to Sacramento at approximately 2330 hours. This investigation revealed Wong stayed in or around his residence and began to conduct internet searches dealing with murder/suicide.

On March 9, 2018, at approximately 0452 hours, Wong began searching for “Apple not assisting law enforcement”. At approximately 0452 hours, Wong read an article titled
“Apple vows to resist FBI demand to crack iPhone linked to San Bernardino attacks- The Washington Post”.

On March 9, 2018, at approximately 0653 hours, Wong began searching for “Overcoming fear of death suicide”. At approximately 0654 hours, Wong viewed an article titled “Overcoming the fear of lethal injury”.

On March 9, 2018, at approximately 0730 hours, Wong began searching for “Planned murder suicide” and successfully visited articles with titles such as:

- “Murder-Suicide: When killing yourself is not enough”
- ”Murder- Wikipedia”
- “Malice aforethought- Wikipedia”
- “Practice makes deadly perfection”.

On March 9, 2018, at approximately 0825 hours, Wong began searching “Suicide footage” and loads videos from www.liveleak.com and www.youtube.com with titles such as:

- “**GRAPHIC** suicide in police station.”
- “#Leaked: Girl Suicide Live Footage…”
- “REAL SUICIDE(18+) GRAPHIC MATERIAL”
- “Father Commits Suicide Following Sons Death (GRAPHIC)”
- “Suicide caught in Camera”
- “Suicide *WARNING GRAPHIC CONTENT*”

On March 9, 2018, at approximately 0900 hours, Wong drove a 2018 4 Door Gray Toyota Avalon, Hertz rental car, bearing California license plate number 8BXA769, from Sacramento to Yountville. It was determined Wong sold his VW in a buy back program. Wong’s call detail records revealed he arrived in Yountville at approximately 0956 hours, near Presidents Circle. Wong arrived at the Veteran’s Home of California and parked near the loading dock of Madison Hall (Section G) at approximately 1018 hours. Wong removed a 5.11 rifle bag containing the rifle, shotgun and shooting safety gear from the trunk of his vehicle.
Wong entered Madison Hall through a metal door leading into the basement, which he had propped open the night before. It is unknown if he entered the building the night before by the same means or if he was let in by a resident or staff member. By entering in this manner he bypassed the need to use a key, electronic keycard or accomplice to enter the building. Once inside, Wong donned clear safety glasses and ear protection muffs, additional ammunition and magazines. He also slung a .308 caliber assault rifle and a double barrel shotgun over his shoulders.

Wong maneuvered his way through the basement, using his foot to kick open a door, while making his way to the stairs leading to the first floor. Wong ascended the stairs to the first floor and immediately walked up the stairs to the second floor. Without hesitation, he turned right and walked directly to the Group Room. Almost immediately Wong dismissed three veterans present in the group room: ____________________________________________________________

Wong then dismissed four female staff members: ____________________________________________________________

Wong verbally indicated the three remaining women, Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba, Jennifer Golick, and Christine Loeber, were to remain in the Group Room. Wong removed a door stop which had been propping the Group Room door open. These actions indicated Wong’s specific interest and intent to hold the three remaining hostages.

Several of the released victims/witnesses called 911 to report the situation to law enforcement. The NCSD Dispatchers related the information from the callers to deputies via the radio. Deputy Lombardi responded to the call of an active shooter at The Pathway Home, located within the Veteran’s Home of California. Deputy Lombardi received information regarding Wong’s prior military experience, possession of an assault rifle and “lots of ammo.” Dispatch also related Wong possibly had hostages and was a prior patient of The Pathway Home.

Deputy Lombardi felt he was going into the situation at a disadvantage and did not think he was going to come out alive, but knew he had to stop the threat based on his training. Deputy Lombardi arrived on scene and was given directions by _____________________________ on how to get to the Group Room. _____________________________ escorted Deputy Lombardi into the building using her electronic keycard and to the bottom of the stairwell that led to the second floor. Deputy Lombardi responded by himself up to the second floor of Madison Hall. Deputy Lombardi searched and cleared the hallway and rooms leading up to the Group Room door.
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Deputy Lombardi pushed open the Group Room door and immediately saw, what he interpreted as, a barrel of a rifle with an attached flashlight being held in an upright position towards the ceiling. Deputy Lombardi moved to a position of cover behind a wall and around the corner, just northeast of the Group Room door. Deputy Lombardi believed the situation was static and at a standstill, possibly a hostage situation.

Deputy Lombardi heard Wong “rack” the charging bolt of his rifle, making the rifle ready to fire by pushing a bullet into the firing chamber. Deputy Lombardi immediately heard, after the sound of the rifle racking, a high pitched female scream. Deputy Lombardi immediately recognized Wong had transitioned from a static to active threat by the charging of his rifle. Deputy Lombardi recognizing the racking of the rifle and the female’s scream believed the female was about to be shot and knew he had to take action.

Deputy Lombardi subsequently intervened with lethal force to protect the life of the female. At approximately 1032 hours, Deputy Lombardi came out from cover and engaged Wong in the direction of Wong’s last known location. Deputy Lombardi, within seconds, was met with a hail of gunfire of a large .308 caliber round. Deputy Lombardi returned fire as he could still hear gunfire within the Group Room. He strongly believed, based on his training and experience, Wong was going to advance on him from around the corner and attack. Deputy Lombardi fired additional rounds as he moved to a position of cover north of the Group Room near the elevators. No further gunfire was heard from the Group Room so Deputy Lombardi maintained his position near the elevators by himself for over six minutes until responding officers arrived.

At approximately 1038 hours, NPD Officers and NCSD Deputies arrive at Deputy Lombardi’s location on the second floor of Madison Hall near the elevators. Deputy Lombardi updated the Officers and Deputies of his actions and the location of the suspect. The Officers and Deputies on scene took up positions to cover the hallway and access points to the Group Room. Believing the situation had transitioned into a hostage situation, SWAT and Hostage Negotiation Teams were called to the scene. Sonoma and Napa SWAT teams relieved the officers in the hallway and formed a perimeter.

Based on CCTV camera footage from inside Madison Hall and audio captured from Deputy Lombardi’s BWC, it was determined, after Wong fired his rifle toward Deputy Lombardi, he turned his rifle toward the three victims. Wong struck Gonzales Shushereba and Golick each with one round from his rifle causing fatal injuries. Wong struck Loeber multiple times with numerous rounds from his rifle causing fatal injuries.
Wong then fired one twelve gauge slug from his double barrel shotgun into his own head causing fatal injuries.

At approximately 1745 hours FBI SWAT deployed their robot into the Group Room. The robot breached the door and successfully located all four occupants inside. From video projected from the robot it was determined all four occupants appeared to be deceased. FBI SWAT entered and cleared the scene and maintained security until it was handed over to CHP Investigators at approximately 1830 hours.

11. RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the investigation and facts stated above, Investigator Markwell recommends the following:

The investigation into the murders of Jennifer Gonzales Shushereba, Jennifer Golick, and Christine Loeber and attempted murder of Deputy Steven Lombardi determined the suspect acted without assistance from any other person. Due to the suspect, Albert Wong, being deceased, and his death determined to be at his own hand, no charges can be recommended.

Investigator Markwell further recommends a copy of this report be forwarded to the following agencies:

Napa County Sheriff’s Department
Napa District Attorney’s Office